
Frequently asked questions: 
 
What sheet size do we need? 

• A standard crib sheet would be fine  (28” x 52”), a bassinet sheet is too small 
 
Does my child need a blanket? 

• A sheet or lightweight blanket will be fine (even if your child doesn’t normally use 
one at home, we like to be prepared for varying room temperatures).  Or, you 
may bring in a sleep sack or swaddles if you have an infant. 

 
Do we need to bring a cup or bottles? 

• Bring in whatever your child is comfortable drinking from.  Bottles with milk and 
sippee or straw cups.  If infant is just learning begin with sippee cup and graduate 
to straw cup. 

 
Will you prepare formula or mother’s milk? 

• We will prepare and/or warm up milk in bottles.  Or you may choose to prepare 
the milk at home and put in you child’s lunch bag. 

 
How do we bring in regular whole milk? 

• You can bring in whole milk in a carton and mark with your child’s name or pre 
prepare in a container and put in your child’s lunch bag. 

 
Which type of food should I pack for lunch? 

• You should pack the type of food your child likes to eat at home.  We can warm 
up foods in the microwave.  Small finger foods are fine, and we will help children 
if they need to spoon or spear food.  We feed infants one on one while in their 
baby seats.   

 
Do we have to name tag clothes? 

• Clothes can easily get misplaced after changing, or sometimes our little people 
like to investigate and rummage each other’s cubbies.  Having your child’s name 
on each item of clothing, pretty much guarantee’s you’ll get each piece back, 
including socks.  For your convenience, check your cubby for your personal 
Sharpie permanent marker. 

 
Do I need to bring in additional clothes? 

• Yes, at least two sets of extra clothes in the event they get wet when playing in 
our sensory table or during other messy projects like painting or baking. 

 
Do they wear socks indoors? 

• Some children do and some don’t – whatever is your preference.  The room is 
normally warm enough to do without socks.  However, if wearing socks or slippers 
they need to have rubber grips on the bottom to prevent slipping. 

 
Do you go outside when it rains or snows? 

• Yes, we go out in all types weather, so it’s important to come prepared with rain 
boots, waterproof rain pants and jacket with hood; in winter warm snow boots, a 
snow suit or snow pants and jacket, neck warmer (easier and safer to wear than 
a scarf), hat and gloves with fingers (so that they can still play and dig with 
shovels and toys).  We can supply you with recommended warm and waterproof 
brands if needed. 



 
 


